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Welcome to the latest CASCAID Ambassador pack. As we 
move into the last few months of fundraising for GOSH, 
we’ve included articles on recent activities, which (as usual) 

have been varied and interesting … even a little crazy! 

As you know, 2020 is going to be a “rest year” for CASCAID, 
allowing us all a break to refresh our energies and our 
wallets! Before then, it would be great if everyone could 
have a final push to ensure we end the year with an 

impressive fundraising figure.

On 27th November we’ll get together for the Wealth 
Management Quiz, which is hosted by Investec’s Andrew 
Summers, Ian Aylward from Barclays, Caspar Rock from 
Cazenove and many more of your favourite fund selectors. 
There are still tables available so please let us know if 

you’d like to come along.

The Gala Dinner is on 2nd December, at the Brewery as 
usual. If you haven’t yet booked your table please email  

kim.plinke@mipagency.com

Thanks again for all your efforts; just a few more months 
of hard work before we take a breather. Please do your 

best for these final few weeks.

Helen
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BMO GAM team 
raise £50k…  
with a little 
help from the AA
The BMO GAM Multi Manager team recently completed their Around The World 
challenge and raised a massive £50,000 for GOSH. Fabulous achievement; well done 
team! Their imaginative challenge involved driving round the world without leaving 
the UK! In a scavenger-style hunt, they had to find places that had names matching 
international cities – there are places called Hollywood, Moscow, Broadway etc 

dotted around the UK. Who knew?

BMO GAM always make a massive commitment to CASCAID, it’s great to see them 
deliver once again.

Palestine

South Carolina

California

Argentina

Basically we left London Friday morning at 4am in our 21- 
year-old 4.2 litre Jag. 

We were making excellent progress before we broke down at 
2.15 pm Friday in Poole, Dorset. It was the hottest weekend 
of the year which didn’t help the comfort factor.

After calling the AA it took them about 45 minutes to arrive.  
An excellent chap called Nic Pollard finally gave us the bad 
news that a Drive Idler pulley had snapped and ripped the 
belt in the engine - not looking good. You can imagine  what 
we were thinking – that’s it, it’s all over! 

We assumed we would have to get the car towed back to 
London and would have to spend the night in Poole heading 
home on the Saturday. But the AA didn’t give in that easily!

Spotting the CASCAID stickers, Nic asked us about GOSH 
and all the amazing events that had happened to change so 
many young lives. Hearing this, he was only too willing to 

help and decided to ring as many workshops and breakers 
yards we could to try and source the parts.  We could not 
believe that only 50 minutes from where we were there was a 
Jag breakers yard who had nine identical Jags lined up that 
had not been driven for years. 

With Nic’s amazing support, five hours later we managed 
to get the car fixed and we were back on the road – spirits 
began to climb once again.

I am pleased to say we managed to drive all the way to 
Moscow in Glasgow the following day and actually finished 
the course late Sunday afternoon. 

Huge appreciation and thanks goes to Nic and the AA, as 
without them, it would have been totally impossible to finish 
the challenge.  This would have been a great shame after so 
many kind donations as well as the ‘skilled’ planning from 
Rob and David.

New Jersey
Sydney

Tobago

Massachusettes
Egypt

Ontario

Woodstock
South Africa Hollywood

Alabama

Florence

Costa Rica
Bolivia

Chile

Christchurch

New York

Perth

Hong Kong

Moscow

Houston

Toronto

New Hampshire

Bermuda

Virginia

Holland
Pennsylvania

Texas

Greenland

Boston

John Tevenan, David Wahi and Rob Thorpe put in a team for the BMO GAM challenge. 
We interviewed Tev to find out what happened to them …
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WE INTERVIEWED ROHAN STEWART FROM 
BLACKROCK ABOUT THE 100 KILOMETRE 
“SERPENT TRAIL” CHALLENGE THAT HE AND 
COLLEAGUE REES HALES  
UNDERTOOK IN JULY.

We’ve never heard of this challenge before; what was it like on the day and what made 

you choose this?
The day itself has a very feel-good atmosphere and it’s more a running event than a race. There were a lot of people on 

the day who do this kind of ultramarathon running on their own and seemed to be doing it for fun which is hard to get 

your head around. The first 50K was actually quite enjoyable, running along the South Downs which is beautiful, but 

then from there on it was a question of gritting our teeth. We chose this event as we thought 100k would really catch 

people’s attention and be good for the CASCAID/GOSH campaign.

It’s an insane distance, how does the body cope and how much training did you have to do?

We didn’t train enough! We went out for some long runs (about 35K) a few times before but it felt pretty hard to motivate 

ourselves in training. Our bodies seemed to cope pretty well on the day, all things considered, but there was a lot of 

swearing and whingeing from 80K onwards.

Did you sustain any injuries?

Luckily nothing beyond swelling and not being able to walk for a few days. I actually took my 

children through Stansted airport the following day and they thought it was hilarious that I had 

to slide downstairs rather than walk.

What was the best part of the day…and the worst?

The best part of the day for me was when Rees commented that the sausages at the last food stop had been 

particularly “sugary and slimy” and I thought he was starting to hallucinate. It turned out he’d been eating a 

couple of dates. The worst part for me was probably about 10am when we’d been running for four hours and 

realised we still had 12 to go.  

What kept you motivated?
A few of the BlackRock investment teams gave us generous “performance fees” if we finished the course so there was definitely motivation to keep going and raise more for CASCAID; and having another person to run with was very helpful as we flagged in different places and motivated each other.

Would you do it again?

Never say never, but it doesn’t feel that appealing right now! 

CASCAID 20198
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The Royal Parks Half Marathon
On Sunday 13th October, around 50 CASCAIDers ran the Royal Parks Half Marathon. The gorgeous route 

weaves through Hyde Park, down the Strand, back up the Mall and past quite a few of London’s most 
famous landmarks, all on closed roads. It was a grey day but beautiful nonetheless and luckily the rain held 

off for us until the very end.

There was a great atmosphere and a real sense of achievement at the end, plus the glow of knowing you’ve 
raised money for such a wonderful cause. Many of us plan to do it again next year – please email  

jade.collison@mipagency.com if you would be interested in signing up for 2020!

2019 CASCAID runners included...

Ethan Allen
Jordan Angus
Mark Ashley
Ann Baker

Peter Beckett
Nick Bennett
Steph Bone

Penny Braker
Stuart Bridges
Marcus Brooks

Ula Caroto
Jade Collison

Rory Cumming
Charlotte Damiral

Charles Davies 
Georgia Davies 
Fred Dewhurst

Jamie  Farquhar
Chris Fleming

Laurence Forrester
Hannah  Godfrey
Dorian Hughes
Louise Irving
Mark James

Lisa Juniper
Joshua Kriskinans

Stephen Lee
Ben Leppard

Annabelle Letten
Josephine Llewellen Palmer

Simonz Lodge
Ben Lucas
Mark Lund

Adam Maynard
Jonathan Pool
Natasha Power

Steven Rooke
Beth Saint

Nick Sanderson
Denis Skeate

Stevo Southwood
Robin Stoakley
Trudi Stoakley

Robert Toogood
Helen Wagstaff
David Wakefield

Max Ward
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In May Janus Henderson took on the challenge of a 24-hour sing-a-
thon. Starting at 12pm on Wednesday 8th May and finishing at 12pm on 
Thursday 9th May, the team managed to sing non-stop for 24 hours, live 
streaming from their offices in Asia, Denver and Australia to help during 

night time in London.

Despite terrible weather conditions, Janus Henderson was ‘Rocking 
all over the World’ and managed to raise more than £50,000 with this  

crazy challenge.

JANUS HENDERSON singathon 2019

JANUS 

HENDERSON 

SINGATHON

2019THE FIS
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H
34km 14hrs

JAMIE FARQUHAR

JAmie “THE FISH” Farquhar
Jamie Farquhar, business development director at Square Mile Investment 
Consulting and Research, has completed a 34km swim – over 21 miles – up 
and down Lake Windermere and has raised over £10,000.  Battling through the 
cold lake water, he set out at 5am to swim from the northern end of the lake to 
the south, before turning around and swimming back. In all, the challenge took 

him 14 hours and 34 minutes of non-stop swimming to complete.

HE SAID 

“To be honest, the swim was brutal and towards the end I don’t think I have ever 
been so physically, mentally and emotionally shattered but it was all worth it to 

help GOSH.”



BY JAMES MOORE
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On Sunday 19th May 2019, a group of 19 climbers began the 
ascent of Mount Toubkal in Morocco, the highest mountain 
in the Arab world. The team climbed for CASCAID’s 
nominated charity, Great Ormond Street Hospital and 
SUDEP Action, a charity dedicated to raising awareness 
of epilepsy risks and tackling epilepsy deaths, including 
Sudden Unexpected Death in Epilepsy. 

Among the enthusiastic and energetic throng were 15 
Aviva Investors staff and four members of the Leadsom 
family – Jeremy (of UK Wholesale fame), brother Simon, 
and sons Johnny and Paddy.

The first day of climbing on the Sunday can perhaps be 
best described as a misleadingly pleasant hike. It was a 
warm, dry day with the temperature ranging from 25-30O. 
The group started walking out from a guest house in Imlil, 
carrying water and other essentials for the day in their 
backpacks. 

For lunch we stopped at a small makeshift restaurant and 
shop where we fuelled up on a heavy carb and salad lunch 
provided by our local guides. Some hapless members of 
the group continued to puff blissfully away on cigarettes 
at a cool 2,000 metres above sea level.

The afternoon hike continued in a relatively uneventful 
fashion. And our tightknit group determined to ‘stick 
together to the summit’, ploughing on up past 3,000 
metres where snow began to appear on the mountainside 
and clouds formed below the level to which we had 
climbed.

We arrived at the refuge centre at about 18:00, in good 
spirits, but – with the benefit of hindsight – naively 
oblivious to how challenging the following day would 
prove to become. 

The positive mood was lifted further at dinnertime, when 
the guides served chicken stew and ‘some of the best chips 
I’ve ever tasted’ as one member of the team delightedly 
shouted. Clearly the effects of the high-altitude were 
beginning to settle in. 

With the alarm set at zero three-hundred hours (or 3am 
for the non-military among us) for the final ascent on 
Monday 20th May, the cheery climbers decided to call it 
a night early. Even the basic facilities of the refuge centre 
(cold showers and holes in the floor for some of the toilets) 
were yet to spoil the positivity of the group.

At 20:00, the team settled into their 19-person dorm room 
and not long after, tempers began to fray… 

Colleagues who were used to seeing each other in meeting 
rooms and professional attire found themselves lying 
face-to-face in their bedclothes, in rather unfamiliarly 
close quarters. A small contingent of ‘happy campers’ 
caught some high-altitude giggles and a variety of 
nocturnal noises resulting from 19 adults sharing a room 
meant sleep was sound for only a few.

Following the 03:00am wake up call, a 14-hour day of 
climbing began. That early-morning breakfast at 3,200 
metres had more impact than coffee ever could on any

office situation. Some continued their stubborn quest for 
a low-oxygen nicotine fix. One brave soul was climbing on 
a stinking cold, aided by a course of antibiotics purchased 
in Marrakech on Saturday.

After packing up, the group set out at 04:00 to start the real 
climbing – a 1,000 metre ascent to the peak of Toubkal. It 
was dark outside, with the sun not due to rise for another 
two hours. Climbing and securing a sound footing was 
aided by headtorch and limited light from the moon. 
Everyone was dressed for cold weather, except for two 
gym enthusiasts sporting shorts. As we began climbing 
through snow fields, they soon switched to trousers.

The climb to the top of the summit was punctuated by 
oohs and ahhs from the team at the scenery unfolding 
in front of them, as well as grumbles and protests at 
the challenge of climbing with an increasingly restricted 
oxygen supply – several began to suffer from headaches 
and sickness due to the altitude.

Climbing the final 200 metres felt like double the effort 
of the previous 2,000. At one point, Jeremy Leadsom 
declared “I’m staying here and not moving any more”. His 
brother reminded him that his article in Investment Week 
spoke about him leading a team to the top; he spiritedly 
managed to get going again! 

Eventually, every member of the team ascended the 
peak of Toubkal. There was elation, many photos and, 
unbelievably, a couple more cigarettes! 

As we turned back down the mountain, the enormity of 
the 25km hike back down the mountain became apparent 
and the mood turned glum again. 

However, our guides showed us a few techniques to speed 
our descent down the scree and snow filled slopes. Mainly 
that consisted of slipping, sliding and falling back down 
towards the refuge centre and lunch at 13:00. Some were 
suffering from such altitude sickness they couldn’t face 
food. 

After lunch, a further four hours of gruelling descent on 
utterly battered legs ensued. One exhausted climber tried 
riding a mule back down part of the mountain, but was 
unprepared to peer over the many precipices, five feet 
atop a beast he couldn’t have confidence in controlling. 

Finally, we returned to the sanctity of a car ride back to 
Marrakech and the blissful comfort of a Riad, following 
a 9pm celebratory dinner and a not-so-raucous night out 
on the town. It was at this stage that we were stunned and 
awed in realising that our local guides were observing 
Ramadan and therefore had nil by mouth (including water) 
for the entire climb. Our efforts and continued moans 
were certainly put into perspective at that moment.

The Aviva Investors team raised a over £40,000 for GOSH 
and SUDEP Action. The team would like to thank friends, 
family, colleagues and everyone from across the industry 
who helped us reach this amazing total.Aviva Investors Tackle Mount Toubkal



CLIMBING MONT BLANC

In September this year I set off to climb Mont Blanc, 
the highest mountain in Europe, to raise funds for Great 
Ormond Street Hospital and CASCAID. Whilst I do a decent 
amount of rock climbing in my spare time, that usually 
involves getting up a 25 metre wall in about five minutes. 
For this endeavour I was looking at scaling almost 5,000 
metres over the course of a week in Chamonix!

There were nine other intrepid souls also taking on this 
challenge with me. I’d never met any of them before arriving 
in France and they came from a very diverse background 
including a priest and an ex-professional footballer player. 
Sadly two members of our crew dropped out along the way 
– one suffered from heart problems at higher altitude and 
the other twisted their knee after falling in a crevasse early 
on. All character-building stuff of course…

The expedition itself was split into two sections. Three days 
of training on Gran Paradiso, the highest mountain in Italy 
at 4,000m, and then three days to go up and down Mont 
Blanc. Grand Paradiso was great fun, although adjusting 
to sleeping at altitude took a bit of time as your heart races 
even when you’re relaxing in bed. It inspired confidence 
to get used to climbing in crampons, using ice axes and 
walking in rope teams – looking out for each other along 
the way.

So with Grand Paradiso under our belts it was time for the 
big one. The weather window looked good so on Monday 
morning we headed out from Chamonix to start our ascent. 

Later that day after a decent hike through the lower levels 
of Mont Blanc and the Chamonix valley we reached the 
Tete Rousse refuge hut at 3,100m, which was to be our 
base for the next two nights. Early to bed was the order of 
the day as we were to start the summit attempt at 4am the 
next day.

After a fitful sleep we strapped on headtorches over 
our helmets and clambered up the initial 600m of more 
technical rock face roped in teams of three (one guide plus 
two climbers). After two hours we finally hit the snow pack 
and more level terrain at 3,750m. From there it was what 
I would describe as an extreme ‘legs and lungs’ test. The 
higher we progressed, the thinner the air got and it started 
to feel like you were moving in slow motion through treacle, 
even though your heart seemed to want to beat out of your 
chest! After carefully negotiating the narrow snow ridges 
on the way to the top, we finally summited after six hours 
of climbing. We very luckily had the top all to ourselves 
and were able to take in the majesty of the Alps from their 
highest vantage point.

Job done we thought, but then you suddenly remember you 
still have a rather large descent in front of you. Four and 
a half hours later we were back at the refuge hut eating 
Haribo by the kilo. Physically it was the hardest thing 
I’ve ever done and one of the most rewarding. I’m glad to 
have raised £10,000 for a very worthy cause. Thanks to 
all the generous people who donated. I think I might do a 
sponsored sleep for the next challenge!

SIMON LODGE
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A number of golfing enthusiasts set out at various courses 
around the country to play three rounds of golf on the 

longest day.

During the week of 21st June, a host of golfers from around the industry took 
to the tees to play three rounds of golf in one day. JOHCM’s Richard Turner 
gathered 40 or so friends together, raising nearly £10,000. Jupiter’s Phil 
Wagstaff played with Greg Jones, Simon Hillenbrand and Mark Allpress, 
raising £2,000. Columbia Threadneedle challenged AXAIM, with teams led 

by Al Caw and Rob Bailey, respectively, playing three close rounds.

LONGEST DAY GOLF



OUTSTANDING TEAM EFFORT

AVIVA INVESTORS TACKLE MOUNT TOUBKAL

OUTSTANDING PERSONAL EFFORT

FOUR MARATHONS IN FOUR WEEKS

OUTSTANDING YOUNG AMBASSADOR

RUGBY SEVENS 

OUTSTANDING AMBASSADOR

OUTSTANDING EFFORTS FOR CASCAID
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invesco Ride Henley

To help support the great work that CASCAID 
is doing to raise donations for Great Ormond 

Street Hospital, Invesco has been proud to 
organise ‘Ride Henley’ – a 100km sportive starting 

and ending at Invesco’s HQ in Henley-on-Thames.
 

The event took place on 28th June 2019 and we were 
thrilled to be joined by 35 of our pluckiest clients to take 

part in the ride – in beautiful sunshine! We are even more 
proud to have raised a whopping £22,441.63 (including Gift 

Aid) for an incredible cause, all thanks to our clients’ fundraising.



CASCAID fundraiser:
Greeting cards by GOSH patients

Back Cover (for all)

Made by George, age 8 Made by Becky, age 14 Made by Poppy, age 10

Made by Rhiannon, age 7 Made by Edward, age 6

Thank You Happy Birthday

BlankChristmas

£10 per pack of 6 cards. Card pack options include:
• Assorted (2 Christmas, 2 Thank You, 1 Happy Birthday, 1 Blank)
• Christmas 
• Thank You
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SCHRODERS SKYDIVEgift cards

GOSH PATIENTS HAVE CREATED A 
SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS TO 
RAISE MONEY FOR CASCAID

£10 per pack of 6 cards, all goes to GOSH
Email Helen if you’d like to purchase some

Earlier this year 10 brave souls from Schroders, including CEO Peter Harrison, took the leap 
of their lives for CASCAID.

On Saturday 11th May, somewhere over Northamptonshire, they stepped out from a small 
plane at 15,000 feet and freefell in tandem with an instructor for 60 heart-pounding seconds 
before descending back to firm ground. The team, consisting of Peter Harrison, Nicky 
Richards, Phil Middleton, Sam Gold, Rory Bateman, James Sym, Beth Saint, Lesley-Ann 
Morgan, Jack Wasserman and Anna O’Donoghue, raised more than £100,000 during this 

amazing challenge.
920



FIDELITY VELODROME CYCLE cHALLENGE 2019

On Thursday 23 May 2019, 45 riders from across Fidelity International stepped 
into their finest lycra ensembles to take part in a cycle challenge at the Olympic 
Velodrome.  

There were 13 teams competing in a fast and furious cycle race - a timed 250m 
flying lap. Every team was able to do a warm-up circuit to prepare for the race 
and for the actual race each team member individually completed one circuit 
and their times were recorded collectively.  

The cyclists in the winning team were: Jordan Calcutt, James Filsell and Jim 
Maun and there was also a winner for fastest male and female.  These were 
Jordan Calcutt who completed the circuit in 16.17 seconds and the fastest 
female, Sophie Metcalfe finished in 19.34 seconds.

Fidelity raised over £27,000 for Great Ormond Street Hospital. Well done to all 
involved!



Barclays

Distilled with twelve botanicals. 
Unexpectedly smooth and 
indulgent, yet true to that 
juniper hit, there's luscious 
apricots, rich wild flower meadow 
honey, matched with fig, basil, 
quince, and a classic dry finish.

CASCAID2019

Proudly supporting CASCAID, 
£5 From every bottle sold 
online at www.twelvekeys.com 
will go directly to CASCAID. 
When ordering, please apply 
this voucher code:

During CASCAID 1 (Cancer Research UK campaign), we at Barclays got involved in 
various activities, which meant sponsoring and buying tickets to some great initiatives. 
Then, when CASCAID 2 was announced, I thought that Barclays could get more  
involved, sneaking in as a non-asset management company. A group of us got 
together and came up with the aim of raising £50,000, which would be 5% of the initial  
£1m target.

We continued with various sponsorships, buying tables at events and participating in 
quiz nights, bike rides, etc, of which I guess our entry in the M&G Dragon Boat Race was 
the most significant. We raised over £8,000 for that event, which included ‘hiring out’ 
members of our team to other teams who didn’t have enough paddlers (or ‘accidentally’ 
turned up with an all-male crew, eh Rodger?).

Our biggest challenge came in November, when we attempted to visit 50 asset managers 
in one day. From Jupiter at 7am to Janus Henderson at 7pm, we just about did it, and 
raised £25k on the day. It was a hilarious day, partly because we had two members of 
the team perched up in MiP offices coordinating the whole thing - phoning offices up in 
advance, posting updates on Twitter and sharing the photos. However, things started 
to go a bit ‘messy’ by mid-afternoon, at which point we realised Helen may have been 
sharing her fridge of Champagne with the pair…..we never got to the bottom of that! 
(though I think they did!)

To finish off the year, we are in the final stages of an all-Barclays event – a scavenger 
hunt across Canary Wharf and The City. If it goes right, we should smash the £50k 
target. If it goes wrong, you’ll read all about it in the Daily Mail, with stories of bankers 
wandering aimlessly around London looking for obscure items to collect, a la ‘banker-
apocalypse’.

What a great year it has been and we’re really proud to have been a part of it. Not just 
me, but the whole crew at Barclays. Looking forward to celebrating in style on the 2nd …

MIKE HASLAM
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If you’d like to see what others 
are up to and keep on top of 

fundraising totals, please visit 
vmgiving.co/CASCAID

We invite teams from across the asset management 

community to join us for…

Hosted by:

ANDREW SUMMERS • TOM BECKET • NICK WOOD •

IAN AYLWARD • MARCUS BROOKES • CASPAR ROCK 

+ others from the WM community

Weds 27th November 2019
Zig Zag building
6pm-9pm (followed by drinks)

TEAMS OF 5
Compete against your peers for the glory of being 

the smartest team in asset management

Cost per team:
£750 donation to GOSH  
(this includes drinks and nibbles) 
Spectators welcome at £25 per ticket

Teams can be paid via corporate 
invoice to MiP or by a direct donation 

on our VirginMoneyGiving page

A truly memorable evening with lots of laughs...

...and audience 
participation

the

Manager QuizGreat Wealth

http://www.cascaidcharity.com

